
CHARACTERS
- HeartlessBot   - A clone of ButlerBot, running Adventure Sim.
- The NotAMinotaur / The Canine / NAM - something about a father, 

wasn’t always THIS. On the CCTV - Down in the north game, camera 
2. Canine is in a loop - did it get Knifed? Has the Tome. Shadowed
Philosophy / Mirrored Personality. Flickering in and out of 
corporality.

- IC - A second victim of the Eye killer, currently known. NAM 
approached them with ButlerBot - Ronin works for them. They work 
under Wanda, and Peewee owes them. They are “NOT QUITE INNOCENT, 
NOT QUITE THE KILLER.” all from the board. May have conflated 
different testimonials.

- Jaimie   - AI dungeon, entirely free from JR’s influence. He Who 
Knows.

- Is the Green eye Fiction? 
- Peewee   Cassan - The Man, the Devil of Spirals, the Star of West.
- Alt   - Truth’s significant other. To the Wasted Trickster; the 

leprechaun isn’t fooling anyone.
- Nidhogg, Rod, Deacon, GHOA, Smokey.
- Hostage   - Head of a Family. Knew a killer who did it for the love 

of the game, and eggs, from a young age - united families, until a
third had another killer.

- Jose, Ose - Combined to some degree with Jaimie, and “THE DEVIL 
OSE” is the soul and spirit of the train.

- Ambrose - Thrall of Jose, helps run the train.
- Ronin - Old friend of Slaughter. Ex-cop, helped slaughter from two

universes back and have stuck together to some degree.
- Horror/ The Host/ The Neighbor/ L-C-003 - Diplomatic significance,

and diplomatic immunity. Used Duo Mask inappropriately, both was 
and was not reflected. Fits in better than others, and slowly 
supplanting host. Will always be a little bit better than you. 
Coin and Mask.

- Tyrfing / L-C-003 - The horror’s soulmate. Knows what matters. 
Loves baking, PTA meetings, local politics - protective of his 
non-clone children. Devotee of Nidhogg - spreads the Secret Truth 
of the Betrayal of the Four Divines. Bottle.

       Eyedol Employees  
- Wodin   / Wanda / Wanderer / Odin / Lord of Space. Died, time loop? 

Formerly odinsRazor, currently CEBro. Made the Quotidians. Has the
mirror. Unable to communicate clearly. Universal parasite. Used 
spiders to dig - Spiders, to Crows, to Employees.



- Flower  , troveTextravaganza. Chief Financial Officer at Eyedol, 
knows Wanda well - Wrote the FAQ. Some connection to Nidhogg? Has 
the Sextant - reality is an illusion. Did she use the Sextant to 
write the FAQ?

- The Eye Killer   / The Innocent - suspected to have been an employee
of Eyedol, that seems to be wrong - or if it’s not, then Wanda 
doesn’t know. Used a razor blade that makes people unable to see, 
or maybe remember the body. Selective mutism, fear of being 
Known/Truth - fearing of Good and Proper Knowing. Passion for egg,
the Hostage’s monster in the closet. Her soul is in the shape of a
ram - a rat? - weak, but knows when and how to act. Sheep are 
sacrificed to travel through time. The Innocent and the Killer 
coexist - as long as the Killer survives, the Innocent is 
vivisected from the body. When the Killer leaves, the Innocent 
must fulfill her Role.

- JR  , mcdonaldsLover1994/wendysCEO1994 - Leader of the Quotidian 
Quorum - looks like she’s in charge of day-to-day work, and some 
amount of spying on various parties. Sort of a meta joke, but also
I think she has an amount of power over the real world. JR is the 
Gorgon? - transitioned from jadedResearcher to justifiedRecursion.
The spiral? Echidna triggered the transition.

- The Closer   - Static and hostile, hollow. Has the Cloak, may become
shapeless and formless.

- Todd  , theBestDude72, the Intern. Best friends with Wodin, when she
died, got a job at Eyedol from her.

- Truth   - run by JR. Trying to undermine JR? Outwardly hostile to 
all involved parties, including self. “JUST MONIKA BUT SPADES”

       Avatars  
- Fiona Slaughter - Writes notes on the Avatars. From another 

universe. Weird religion - cannot conceal information. It Yearns 
to be Known. Pink.

- Ria   / Match / L-0-R5 - Theta. Did Ria get Quatro’d? She is the 
Match - truly wishes for a better world, trying her best. When the
fires of heartbreak consume her, she will come out the other side 
stronger - not in this loop of the spiral. It is Not a spiral. 
Buds with Camille. Burns the world to ash when stressed. Otherwise
normal. The Match burns the smile away - She Will Never Be Hurt 
Again. It’s her fault, she feels bad about it, but it is. 
Obsessive and addicted, literally and metaphorically. Reader 
insert. Swings between violent defensive outbursts and retractions
to avoid injury. False hope ruined her, no secret purpose - making
progress. Feverish - burning.



- Yongki   / Reflection - When the Captain is not in charge, Yongki 
looks through his eyes. This is enough to reflect a mirror, and 
Captain’s gift is something else. Kept being exposed to a mirror 
after running out of universes. Gift was to keep the mirror when 
he goes into a reflection. Every time they see a mirror they were 
reset. Solitary, as other Avatars stopped trying to interact with 
someone whose memory would reset. Curious, unwilling to face 
anything. Captain and Yongki feud. Not sure who he Is or what he 
wants now that he is not resetting himself.

- Captain   -  Captain is the original Yongki, two people know how he 
returned to his body. The captain doesn’t bring the Mirror with 
him. Strict, prefers rules. Combative relationship with Yongki. 
Trying to understand why the Corporation was CORRECT. All Around 
Helper.

- Witherby / Solemn / L-0-R1 - Doc Slaughter will ‘lose visa to 
reality’ if she interacts with Witherby. Standoffish and cold, 
professional. Will go far to help inner circle, moral compass - 
petty thief. Therapy service during office hours. Therapizes 
friends to quell God.

- Vik   / _ - Stopped protecting Yongki, friends with Parker. Ronin 
had to stop Doc Slaughter from investigating Vik, and Doc 
Slaughter was mindwiped for it. No worth unless Serving others - 
practicing self care. Has to Eat, and will Eat others against his 
will.

- Camille   / End / L-0-17 - Unending strength, cannot form 
connections. Zampanio allows the gift to mutate - the curse is 
evil to fool. Very clearly a corpse from the neck down. Warm, 
mischievous, wants to be loved - Used to be insecure, clinging to 
loved ones, now avoids them with speech gone. No interest in 
regaining speech as she believes it impossible. Formerly the 
captain. Echidna’s immune system.

- Parker   / The Shot / L-0-21 - What you see is what you get. Impulse
control was stolen by GUN-TAN a few universes ago. Loves tunnels ,
takes advantage of notes and cards. Kidnaps Doc Slaughter often, 
but is trying to stop. Buds with Vik. Wants, but does not need. 
Even with his unique interactions, there are ways to safely 
interact. Everything was his fault. Killed the rest of control 
(?). Shot Wanderer. The Gun is eating, or ate him. Violent hatred 
towards Wanda. Wants to leave, and dragging Avatars through the 
mud behind him. He’s not a character, he is forced to watch. It’s 
hard being wasted.

- Neville   / Twins / L-0-R2 - Transform when the other is harmed. 
Doing poorly, but improving. Has accepted the situation, smart and



notices things others don’t. Pares down to essentials - 
understands what’s important, destroys and ignores what isn’t.

- Devona   / Twins / L-O-R4 - Too kind for own good, hides pain and 
fear as she is scared of burdening others. Neville knows when 
she’s lying, but she’s scared of that. Cannot maintain form, 
Neville is going to die?. Transform when the other is harmed.

- K   / Khana / L-0-13 - Khana dislikes Doc Slaughter, but visits her 
regardless to gloat (?). He has access to her notes, which he 
finds in between loops of the spiral. He is much more stable than 
early loops. He likes having knowledge and power over others, and 
he gets “EYES” through this work. ‘A standard case of Eye Mania’. 
Trauma could not be reasoned with - only power and safety may be 
trusted, and they must be taken. Being seen is no longer a matter 
of life and death. Willing to kill, doesn’t revel in it.

ARTIFACTS
- Mask - The Horror.
- Bottle - Tyrfing.
- Quatro Knife - Killer. Fear of Good and Proper Knowing.
- Cloak - Closer.
- Sextant - Disconnected from reality. Flower.
- Coin - The Horror.
- Octome - Reflect to mirrored state at will. Flickers in and out of

corporality. Shadowed Philosophy / Mirrored Personality. NAM.
- Novum Mirror - The mirror brings an alternate you into your body, 

sending the original you into a new place. You can only do this 
once per universe. Currently held by Wanda. Unable to communicate 
clearly.

MISC.

The Nidhogg has children, trolls? Altered something pure.
A lobster is related to the Waste.
Quotidians are the Crows, broken text and broken spying.
North, NAM, South, Truth, West, Peewee, East, ???.
Closer and Camille paying for the same work.
Morgan Hill main setting.
Horror goes to bake sales and PTA meetings - good and proper folk. 
Horror has a roommate.

Camille, Devona, Ria, Neville, and Witherby were members of the Training
Team. Been in this universe for a time.



Vik, K, Yongki, and Captain were members of the Information Team. 
Comparatively very new.
Parker is the last member of Control.
Camille has identified a number of refugees.

Observer - Violent obsession. Reader, Parker, Wanda.
The corruption of the Echidna does not give god tiers any immortality.
River and Parker are space players.
When the Loop ends April 1st 2022, Echidna will restart all Memes they 
are aware of, and restart the loop.

The End Is Never The End = This Too Shall Pass

LINKS
Subset; Farrago

1) North   (inventory) ☑
2) NorthNorth   (inventory, similar) ☑
3) NorthNorthNorthNorth   (inventory, similar - lavinraca?) ☑
4) East   (rooms) ☑
5) EastEast   (text input)  ☑
6) EastEastEast   (text input, similar)

7) South   (train) ☑
8) SouthSouth   (maze) ☑
9) SouthSouthSouth   (train, similar) ☑
10) 99 Rooms   (rooms)
11) Fruitsim   (selling)
12) RabbitSim   (god i miss rabbit)
13) LossPass   (Wanda upload from East)
14) Unified Theory   (text - alt)
15) Settlers from the West   (button and extensions)
16) NagaGirlfriend   (Girlfriend Sim)
17) SBAHJGirlfriend   (Sbahj)
18) TheTruthAboutAlt   (text, fiction)
19) ClownDiary   (diary entries)
20) CCTV   (fnaf 2)
21) TwoGayJokes   (text story, similar portraits)
22) BulletproofTheory   (portraits)
23) UnsentLetter   (portraits)
24) GhoulishThing   (portraits - all, hover)
25) LightandVoid   (portraits)
26) AnxietySim   (is this related?)



27) Disease   (portraits)
28) Scorpius   (i kinda think this is unrelated too)

29) SimSim   (the gorgon?) ☑
30) GrapePie   (recipe)

31) Zworld   (ouija) ☑
32) Gopher   (holes)
33) Lavinraca   (rooms)
34) LavinracaCCTV   (secondary cctv)
35) Corn   (cornmaze)
36) DearDiaryTrue   (witherby)
37) CodexOfRuin   (logs, bonus, bonus)
38) InfoTokenReader   (easteast explanation)
39) L-U-000   (peewee pdf)
40) GopherHole   (twine)
41) Closer and Flower   (ao3)
42) Satellite   (ao3)
43) OpenDoors   (pdf)
44) DevonaFears   (avatars)
45) PerfectHeist   (avatars)
46) ParkerLotLost   (avatars)
47) NotebookSimulator   (avatars)
48) TitlePending   (email)
49) The1WhoScreams   (neocities)

Subset; Eyedol
1) Eyedlr   (redirect from NorthNorthNorth)
2) jackElope   (local singles)
3) Zampini   (food near you)
4) Personality Quiz   (guess)
5) Gender Quiz   (above)

Subset; Misc
1) Knucklessux   (Wanda’s blog)
2) HydrationSim   (you should keep drinking lol, 2nd seed)
3) Transcription   (ao3 fic)
4) Iris Entertainment   (violet fic)
5) NumberOneEnjoyer   (violet blog)
6) Wikia   (told to do last)
7) Outruntherot   (audio)
8) Thankyou   (audio)
9) LC-002   (pdf about eye killer)
10) QQQ Start Guide   (pdf about quotidians)
11) ShineSoBright   (fic about intern)
12) Satellite   (magnus / wanda crossover)
13) NagaSecrecy   (pdf)



14) Brackets   (ao3)
15) Wanderer and FAQ   (ao3)
16) AnythingBetter   (ao3)
17) BetterThanYou   (ao3)

1) Directories; Eyes, Eyes2, Eyes3, Secret Eyes.
2) JRsux  
3) DocSlaughterServer  

EASTEAST Directory:
- STANDARD EXPECTOPATRONUM - Confessionals 0
- STANDARD SALMONSUSHI - Confessionals 1
- THE END IS NEVER THE END - Confessionals 2
- YOU CAN GET BETTER - Confessionals 3
- KNOW RESTRAINT - Confessionals 4
- NO RESTRAINT - Confessionals 5
- POWER CORRUPTS - Jumbled Mess
- KNOWLEDGE IS POWER - Jumbled Mess (Explanation)
- LEAVE YOUR MARK - Parker’s First Kill
- TAKE YOUR PLACE IN HISTORY - Captain’s First Kill
- THE FOOL IS DEAD - Vik’s First Kill
- BITS OF THE PAST LEAK INTO THE PRESENT - Reflection’s First Kill
- INFINITE AMOUNT OF PAIN - K’s First Kill
- PEER INTO THE ABYSS AND SEE WHAT LIES BENEATH - Hostage’s Lament
- ELIAS SMITH - JR Ramble
- ONCE YOU OPEN THE CURTAINS ALL THAT’S LEFT TO DO IS GO TO THE 

OTHER SIDE AND CLOSE THEM AGAIN - UHLA OUI UBAH DRA LINDYEHC YMM 
DRYD’C MAVD DU TU EC KU DU DRA UDRAN CETA YHT LMUCA DRAS YKYEH

- PARADISE AND PARASITE - Arm2
- WIDOWS WEAVE - Spiders
- NO NEED TO ASK WHY - Herald Made My Jam
- HOW YOUR BRAIN LIES TO YOU - JR Ramble
- BLUE CAN SEE MORE THAN ORANGE - Gigglesnort
- YOU IS NEEDED - Quotidian
- ZAMPANIOBROKEN - Paternoster
- EARWORM HUMMING IN A DREAM - absolutely brilliant
- PLACE YOUR TRUST IN ME - Prelude to Slaughter
- MEMENTO MORI - Caging of an Innocent 1



- MEMENTO VIVERE - Caging of an Innocent 2
- KINTSUGI - Cooler Symbol
- MIX OF TRUTH AND LIES - Animorphs
- LS
- DIR


